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Introduction
In their 1990 book, The Machine That Changed the
World, James Womack and Daniel Jones laid down
the ideas of lean production that were helping Toy-
ota to overwhelm other auto manufacturers. As the
years have passed, internal processes in many or-
ganizations have improved. 

Manufactured goods work a lot better today
and cost less to buy. For example, defects per car
have fallen steadily in the auto industry, even as the
real price of a motor vehicle of a given specification
continues to decline. Lean production works in
every company, industry and country where it’s se-
riously tried.

But curiously, despite a growing variety of bet-
ter products with fewer defects at lower cost avail-
able from a growing range of sales channels, the
experiences of consumers seem to be deteriorat-
ing. Some examples:

• The custom-built, delivered-in-three-days
computer that refuses to work with the printer, the
other computers in the home office and the soft-
ware from different providers.

• The car repair requiring many loops of mis-
communication, waiting and complaints about
work gone wrong.

• The long drive to the “big box” retailer that
stocks tens of thousands of different items — most
of them better and cheaper than those available 25

years ago — only to return home without the one
you actually wanted.

• The medical procedure that was deeply im-
pressive from a technical standpoint yet unpleasant
and time-consuming from a personal standpoint.

• The business trip with endless queues, hand-
offs and delays.

• The exasperation of “help desks” and “sup-
port centers” that neither help nor support.

Producers are relentlessly adding choices as
they “mass-customize” their product offerings and
steadily increase the number of channels through
which products can be obtained. Choice is won-
derful, but it requires more and more decision time
from the consumer.

As the regulated economy contracts, we have
more activities to manage and decisions to make,
from which telecommunications providers to sign
up with to which airline/rental-car/hotel combina-
tion to pick.

As well, we’re shifting from a service to a
self-service economy in which we obtain more
and more personal capital goods to manufacture
our own value — like the computers, printers,
scanners, personal digital assistants and soft-
ware that surround many people at work. And we
don’t just obtain these personal capital goods.
We must also install, maintain, upgrade and recy-
cle them, often integrating goods and services
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from many vendors using our own time and energy.
Households, of course, have changed in ways that

create time and energy pressure for consumers. And fi-
nally, the advance of the Internet and information tech-
nology are steadily blurring the distinction between
consumption and production, often pulling the con-
sumer into the production process. 

One woman whose order was cancelled recently
without her knowledge because of confusion over a
taxpayer identification number had to battle through
the bureaucracy only to be told by the “customer rela-
tionship manager” that it’s now the customer’s respon-
sibility to check the company’s website frequently to
make sure the production and shipment process is pro-
ceeding according to plan. As she noted, “I’d been ap-
pointed operations manager at the company at zero
pay, but they forgot to tell me.”

To deal with these frustrations, consumption needs
to be rethought from first principles as a process — like
production, but from the opposite direction — in order
to discover a better way for consumers to obtain the
goods and services they now want. That process is
lean consumption.

Many companies have adopted the idea of lean
production, but then act as if production stops at the
office door or factory gates. A better term is lean provi-
sion, which comprises all the steps required to deliver
the desired value from producer to consumer, often
running through a number of organizations. If truly lean
provision can be married to truly lean consumption, life
can be better for consumers, more satisfying for em-
ployees and more profitable for providers. 

What Do Consumers Want?
The objectives of lean consumption flow from the
needs of consumers — what they really want. 

First, most people consume in order to solve prob-
lems. Those problems can range from little ones such
as finding, buying and using the apparatuses needed
to enjoy music as we go through the day, to big ones
like finding, buying and maintaining a comfortable
home to live and work in.

Second, we’d like our problems solved cost-effec-
tively, with minimal expenditure of our time and effort.
As society develops and standards of living rise, the
one item we never have more of is time.

Third, we’d like to obtain exactly what we need to

solve our problem, including all the necessary goods and
services in the exact specification required. We don’t
want to make substitutions or go away empty-handed.

Fourth, we want to solve our problems where we
need them solved. In a bygone age of personal service,
items were often brought to the customer, because the
cleaner, the grocer, the butcher and the doctor all made
house calls. In the more recent age of self-service, the
customer has either gone directly to the store or or-
dered directly from the producer. In the emerging age
of lean consumption, many products will be available at
multiple locations for comfortable prices. You’ll be able
to solve your food problem by going to the “big box”
warehouse, the traditional grocery store or the small
convenience store, or get home delivery with web-
based offerings. You’ll have the choice of buying life in-
surance from the agent at your dining room table or fil-
ing the application yourself over the web.

Fifth, we want to solve our problem when we need
it solved. 

Finally, many of us would like to reduce the total
number of problems we must solve. The obvious
means is to bundle them. For example, many of us
might appreciate a “solution provider” to put the vehi-
cles we need in our driveway for a simple usage fee in
order to solve our mobility problem. Or a shelter
provider to maintain our homes cost-effectively without
any of our mind-share or emotion-share.

Those six simple principles of lean consumption
provide a new definition of value that today’s con-
sumers are calling for:

1. Solve my problem completely.
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2. Don’t waste my time (minimize my total cost of
consumption, which is the price I pay plus my time and
hassle).

3. Provide exactly what I want.
4. Deliver value where I want it.
5. Supply value when I want it.
6. Reduce the number of decisions I must make to

solve my problems.
None of these principles focuses on the specific at-

tributes or performance of products themselves: the
car, the software or the insurance policy. Today, the
product is often not the problem. Unfortunately, many
firms making goods and providing services cling to a
product-centric focus. Because they oversee only one
element of the total consumption process, they often
overlook the consumer’s total experience in finding,
obtaining, installing, maintaining, upgrading and dis-
posing of the products needed to solve the problem.
And they’re seemingly oblivious to the total cost of a
solution, including the consumer’s time and hassle.

Learning to See Consumption
The process starts with learning to see consumption —
and evaluate it. Managers must see all the steps a con-
sumer must perform to research, obtain, install, inte-
grate, maintain, repair, upgrade and recycle the goods
and services needed to solve their problems. They
must then challenge every step, asking why it’s neces-
sary at all and why it often can’t be performed properly. 

Take Bob Scott, a prototypical consumer, whose
“check engine” light starts to glow on his car’s instru-
ment panel. After several phone calls describing the
problem and inquiring about the likely reason, he de-
cides to go to a dealer he hasn’t visited previously and
schedules an appointment. At the dealer, he explains the
problem again, and because he’s a stranger he has to fill
out forms about the car’s history, after waiting in line. 

Since the car won’t be fixed immediately, he needs
a “loaner” car, which requires another wait until it’s
ready. The process continues, through learning that his
vehicle won’t be ready that day, to picking it up only to
find the problem hasn’t been fixed — which occurs in
about 20% of automotive repairs — and his subsequent
return to get it dealt with properly. In the end, he spends
210 minutes on the process, only 58 of which — 28%
— are value-creating. The rest — 72% — are wasted.

But the box score is even worse for the dealer, as

cars are fetched back and forth, mechanics wait for
parts and all the paperwork is handled. The dealer
spends 220 minutes on the process but only 35 min-
utes — 16% — are value-creating, while 84% of the
time is wasted.

What’s striking when you create a map of the steps
in the process is how much of everyone’s effort is
wasted and how frustrating everyone finds the process.
What’s more, the points of maximum frustration are
precisely where the consumer and provider deal direct-
ly with each other, as one stands in line or waits on the
phone while the other tries to explain problems and
justify delays. What might be the points of greatest sat-
isfaction, as the customer and the provider work jointly
to solve a problem, are often the times of greatest dis-
comfort.

How do we typically deal with this (far too com-
mon) situation as humans? Mostly we default to “bad
people” analysis. The customer concludes that the
provider is either an idiot or a crook while the dealer
decides that the customer is an overbearing incompe-
tent, and the employees conclude that both the owner
and the customers are a bad lot.

Yet the problem isn’t bad people (although of course
they do exist). The root cause is a bad process that no
one can see clearly or manage. And if you drop good
people into a bad process, you quickly end up with a lot
of “bad” people assigning blame to each other.

Simão’s Lean Service
When you attack the process, you can reverse that
malaise. Grupo Fernando Simão, Portugal’s third-
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largest dealer group, for example, transformed the car
repair process that we all take for granted and assume
is immutable.

The company tries to diagnose every car on the ini-
tial phone call to the dealership, so parts can be or-
dered in advance. Since not all problems can be diag-
nosed by phone — and in Portugal many customers
arrive without an appointment — Simão has created a
diagnosis bay at the front of each repair shop. 

Upon arrival at the dealer, the customer drives the
vehicle directly to the bay and onto a lift. If the cus-
tomer is prepared to wait, he or she inspects the vehi-
cle with the service technician using a standard check
sheet designed to identify all the work needed, includ-
ing items the customer may have been unaware of.
They agree at that point what’s to be done, the cost
and the completion time, eliminating callbacks later in
the day and unpleasant surprises. 

As well, sometimes that means the repair can be
done quite quickly while the customer waits. It also
saves the dealer money because the multiple move-
ments of the vehicle and storage at the dealership are
eliminated along with the loaner vehicle. To save more
time, Simão has introduced a “pit stop” method in
which several technicians work on a vehicle at the
same time as soon as it’s diagnosed in order to get it
back to the customer faster.

Once the nature of a repair is specified, the techni-
cian places an order for all the parts needed. These arrive
before the repair is scheduled to start from central parts
departments on periodic “milk runs” to the various deal-
erships. Simão is hardly finished with its lean journey, but
already the company has cut the time spent by the aver-
age customer almost in half while reducing the total cost
of the average service to the company by 30%.

Conclusion
Other pioneers are attempting lean provision in every-
thing from grocery stores to doctors’ clinics, by map-
ping out the process and seeing how the efforts of the
consumer must fit together with the efforts of the

provider. The signature of this new age of consumption
is to minimize the total cost — and, in particular, the
time cost — of solving life’s problems.  e
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